
INFECTED RAININFECTED RAIN’s next release will follow their aforementioned latest full-length album, ’s next release will follow their aforementioned latest full-length album, 
EndorphinEndorphin, released in 2019 and featuring multi-faceted fan favorites such as , released in 2019 and featuring multi-faceted fan favorites such as “The Earth“The Earth
Mantra”, “Passerby”, “Lure”, “Storm”, “Black Gold”Mantra”, “Passerby”, “Lure”, “Storm”, “Black Gold” and more. Fierce screams and growls, and more. Fierce screams and growls,
heavy riffs and pounding beats combined with ingenious samples make heavy riffs and pounding beats combined with ingenious samples make INFECTED RAININFECTED RAIN’s’s
style an energetic blend of the best modern metal styles the heavy music scene currentlystyle an energetic blend of the best modern metal styles the heavy music scene currently
has to offer. Formed in 2008, the band made their first appearance on stage in the samehas to offer. Formed in 2008, the band made their first appearance on stage in the same
year, performing a concert dedicated to year, performing a concert dedicated to SlayerSlayer. Countless shows all over Europe and. Countless shows all over Europe and
Russia followed, alongside headlining slots at some of Europe's biggest festivals, until theyRussia followed, alongside headlining slots at some of Europe's biggest festivals, until they
gained the well-deserved attention of leading rock and metal label Napalm Records. gained the well-deserved attention of leading rock and metal label Napalm Records. 
INFECTED RAININFECTED RAIN has released two EPs, several singles and four critically acclaimed full- has released two EPs, several singles and four critically acclaimed full-
length records to date.length records to date.

Modern metallers Modern metallers DAGOBA DAGOBA are back! After putting their stamp on the metal scene withare back! After putting their stamp on the metal scene with
their unique blend of metal and neckbreaking grooves, relentlessly touring and sharing thetheir unique blend of metal and neckbreaking grooves, relentlessly touring and sharing the
stage with legendary acts like stage with legendary acts like METALLICA,METALLICA,  MACHINE HEAD,MACHINE HEAD, and  and IN FLAMES,IN FLAMES,
DAGOBA DAGOBA have signed with leading Austrian metal label Napalm Records to bring theirhave signed with leading Austrian metal label Napalm Records to bring their
career to the next level. On the new single career to the next level. On the new single “The Hunt”,“The Hunt”, the four-piece is back with their the four-piece is back with their
most ambitious material yet: punishing vocals, groove and modern metal infused guitarsmost ambitious material yet: punishing vocals, groove and modern metal infused guitars
and hard-hitting production make this song feel like and hard-hitting production make this song feel like DAGOBADAGOBA are on top of their game, are on top of their game,
pushing their boundaries and incorporating electronic elements seamlessly into theirpushing their boundaries and incorporating electronic elements seamlessly into their
groove metal formula! groove metal formula! “The Hunt” “The Hunt” will be available as a standalone single, as well as awill be available as a standalone single, as well as a
limited 7” Vinyl that features an exclusive Remix of limited 7” Vinyl that features an exclusive Remix of “The Hunt”“The Hunt”, showcasing how far , showcasing how far 
DAGOBADAGOBA can take their electronic influences on their upcoming material – a must-have for can take their electronic influences on their upcoming material – a must-have for
true fans of modern metal!true fans of modern metal!
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